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Introduction
The proverb says dead men tell no tales. A lot has been said about Philip Schneider both in print
and through word about the credibility of his character, the content of his lectures and the viability
of some of his statements.
For many years now the key source of information about Philip’s life and death available on the
Internet was a co-coordinated article by Cynthia Drayer (Philip’s ex-wife) and Tim Swartz. Titled
The Mysterious Life & Death of Philip Schneider you can find just one of the many links to this
article at; http://www.ufodigest.com/mystery.html I suggest reading this article if you haven’t
done so already more so as a prelude to this article. Further to this selected segments from
Philip’s Post Falls, Idaho lecture are available on the Internet. The selected transcripts from the
lecture are useful keys in ascertaining how much Philip had to say about black budget programs ,
alien factions , underground and underwater bases and the treasonous acts of government to
name a few.
In 2001 Skybooks publisher of the Montauk book series released The Philadelphia Experiment
Murder written by Alexandra Bruce and edited by Peter Moon , a book dedicated to the memory
of Philip Schneider. This was synchronicity in motion for me as I became aware of this book
through Cynthia Drayer whilst I was preparing an article about Philip for my self-published digest
Beachhead. You will also discover upon reading this book, The Philadelphia Experiment Murder
Philip’s connection to the Philadelphia Experiment through his father Oscar, the manipulation of
consciousness through the time-space continuum and other quantum concepts which I attribute
were a factor in Philip’s death. I do recommend the Montauk book series. Inadvertently I think
Philip through his father Oscar had a connection (both of them) to the Montauk Project. You can
purchase the Montauk book series & The Philadelphia Experiment Murder online at;
http://www.skybooksusa.com/ I also recommend the quarterly newsletter The Montauk Pulse.
Al Bielek who jointly traveled with Philip and lectured at the same events has spoken openly
about his relationship with Philip up until his death. Al was on board the USS Eldridge during the
Philadelphia Experiment in 1943 (as Edward Cameron) and also involved in the Montauk Project.
You can visit Al’s official website at; http://www.philadelphia-experiment.com/ in addition to this
you can purchase videos of Philip’s lectures individually or as a set directly from Al. There is also
www.bielek.com ran by Michael Houtzager. On this particular site you can download a 60 minute
interview with Al about his relationship with Philip. Al also discusses some of Philip’s experiences
in this interview. I encourage anyone reading this to download the interview as it only enhances
and expands on what Cynthia Drayer discusses here about Philip and the events in his life.
Al Bielek sponsored Philip’s lecture tour in 1995 and was the one who encouraged Philip to go
out and share what he knew. Philip was scheduled to commence a lecture tour in 1996 just prior
to his death. Obviously Philip had the potential to travel internationally to lecture but the darkside
ensured he wouldn’t by eliminating him. Its obvious Philip was heavily monitored which would

have been due to the sensitive nature of the projects he was involved in. I also maintain the
surveillance was related not only to his work but also his connection through his father Oscar to
the Philadelphia Experiment & Oscar’s own involvement in secret projects.
Cynthia Drayer makes mention of invisible agents during the course of the interview. One who
was following Philip during his lecture tour and subsequently Philip’s daughter Marie being
monitored and followed by such an agent on her way home from school. It seems to be
synonymous with those involved in the Philadelphia Experiment, or linked to it being monitored by
such agents. I have experienced this myself. Seeing and feeling such agents in my home.
Michael Ash who was involved in the Montauk Project has spoken about these agents. More so
Alan Yu has written much information & posted it online; http://members.aol.com/alanyu5/ going
into great detail about the technology, how it’s applied and what he terms the invisibility personnel
agents. As I write this Al Bielek it is reported had a stroke recently and is currently hospitalized in
Florida. Induced by invisibility agents? Connect the dots yourself.
Prior to Philip’s murder he revealed a great deal of information about the deep underground base
beneath Denver’s international airport. Alex Christopher who went on to write the Pandora’s Box
book [two volumes in total] was the first to reveal the existence of this base through word and in
print from what I understand after Philip’s death. There is much information online including
photographs of the Reptilian-inspired murals and gargoyles at the airport. I’m certain bases like
these exist globally beneath key international airports, Australia included [Melbourne which I
wrote about in Beachhead in 2001 & also Sydney]. There is a video in circulation about Denver’s
underground (airport) base which from what I know has footage of the underground facility. It is
relatively short (about 30 minutes). For those who are interested in photographs of the Denver
airport visit; www.geocities.com/Area51/Aurora/4519/dia.html , and for the video try contacting
Stew Webb at www.stewwebb.com
I think the most damaging information Philip spoke about in his lectures was his profound
knowledge of periodic elements , geology and its applications in black budget programs notably
stealth projects. Philip had a collection of minerals and metals which were in fact alien. These
alien minerals and metals were compounded and applied to stealth-based projects. Philip it
seemed had intrinsic knowledge of these compounds and how they were applied from the
perspective of a geologist. Philip also spoke of the periodic table actually having 140 elements
not 104. The additional 36 were of alien origin being applied to Earth-based projects yet officially
discarded by science and Earth culture as a whole. Needless to say Philip’s priceless collection of
minerals and metals disappeared after his death.
After almost 10 years since Philip’s death there has been no further investigation by authorities
into the strange and inconclusive circumstances surrounding his alleged suicide. Why isn’t that
surprising? If your perspective is advanced enough you will make the association with invisibility
agents (read Alan Yu’s information about these agents capabilities) & Philip’s demise.
Furthermore I think three people were involved in Philip’s murder who he knew & they acted as a
unit. One woman was also involved. This most likely was the blonde-wigged woman Cynthia
speaks of & who I believe is seen in a lecture video of Philip’s asking him the name of his book,
when it is to be released and where to get it. The woman looked to be in her 40’s. More so I think
one of Philip’s murderers was in fact a shape shifter. A Reptilian. This individual directed the
other two. There is one more individual who I discussed this with several years ago. This person
is well known on the lecture and research circuit. Very few people even know Philip had spoken
to this individual. Philip had reservations about this person from the first meeting. Strangely
enough not long after Philip met this individual he was murdered. A link exists with this individual
and Philip’s murderers. This person told me indirectly about Philip and something Philip had said.
This individual seemed surprised I knew so much about Philip being based internationally.

The information that needs to be released is contained within Philip’s lectures, his message,
what Cynthia Drayer discusses and what I’ve touched on, not necessarily who murdered Philip. I
know he is off doing bigger and better things. The key message is to become aware of the
impending overt Reptilian takeover led by Orion group. This global objective is becoming bolder
by the day. Philip’s message is a key in preparing you for what is to come.

Ashley O’Toole
October 20 05
aoto2990@westnet.com.au

Media of Philip’s lectures & workshops can be purchased through;
http://www.philadelphia-experiment.com/
http://www.2012.com.au/
http://www.transformation2012.com.au/
www.bielek.com

Philip Schneider foreword
By Ashley O’Toole
In issue 15 (January 2001) of Beachhead one of the main cover features was the article
“Government Secrets Revealed”. It was focused around the life and murder of Philip Schneider &
his ex-wife Cynthia’s quest for truth in retracting the official ruling that Philip’s death was a
suicide.
Up until his murder in January 1996 Philip had engaged in a series of lecture tours across the
United States disclosing information about the alien agenda and New World Order which Philip
cited was and is “one in the same”. Philip also relayed to his audiences information relating to the
existence of 1,477 active Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBs) throughout the world [as of
late-1995]. Now in mid-2001 the total number of DUMBs would be closer to 1,500 I feel. Philip
affirmed these bases were being used to “house alien takeover”.
Philip Schneider’s own involvement in the construction of many of these DUMBs (including
among many bases at Area 51 , S4 & Los Alamos) his loyalty to black budget programs became
more dangerous when in the later years of his life after the murder of his friend Ron Rummell
(also officially ruled as a suicide) & the death of his father Oscar Otto Schneider (who confessed
on his deathbed his own involvement in the Philadelphia Experiment) Philip’s programming began
to break down and he began to recall memories whilst he was employed within black budget
programs & the construction of DUMBs.
It was from this point on, after cutting up his security card (Rhyolite 38 factor) Philip was going to
come clean and reveal the truth about the alien agenda, New World Order, DUMBs and black
budget programs.
By the end of 1995 having lectured across the United States for almost two years in segments
Philip had numerous attempts on his life. An agent from the DIA [Defense Intelligence Agency]
attempted to kidnap his daughter Marie, Philip had completed a manuscript for publishing listing
all of the DUMBs (complete with longitude and latitudes) in addition to unveiling the alien agenda,
New World Order and the false agendas the U.S. government had its citizens believing in.

Several weeks later Philip was found dead in his apartment by his friend Al Pratt. Al summoned
an officer from the Clackamas County Sheriffs Dept. to break into Philip’s apartment having
visited many days in a row with no response although Philip’s car was in the driveway.
Having been in regular contact with Cynthia Drayer for the last six months I can assure you both
Cynthia and Philip’s daughter Marie are still scarred to this day over five years later. A great deal
of hurt is the total injustice they have received for suggesting Philip’s death was a murder , in
addition to that the conduct of police and medical examiners , the assassination of Philip’s
character through disinformation and their own endeavours to have the official verdict retracted
from suicide to murder.
Through my own research I have discovered there is a wealth of debunkers ready to dismiss
anyone giving credit to Philip’s message. Cynthia Drayer has been very forthcoming with me and
my own questions about her time with Philip. Given the nature of the information Philip spoke
about both in private and openly, Cynthia’s prime concern is with both herself and daughter
Marie. Due to Philip’s death being officially ruled as a suicide his daughter wasn’t legally entitled
to claim Philip’s death benefits.
The following is a transcript of an interview I conducted with Cynthia Drayer with a closing
statement from his daughter Marie.

Secrets Revealed

Cynthia, thank you for taking the time out to answer the following questions for Beachhead
readers surrounding Philip’s life, lecturing, circumstances of his death and your pursuit of true
justice. Beachhead had a very positive response to its issue 15 feature “Government Secrets
Revealed” & the readers are very interested in hearing more.
After you met Philip in June of 1986 and later married in 1987 how forthcoming was he regarding
his involvement in the construction of Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBS), his
employment with Morrison-Knudsen Inc. & the great fire fight at Dulce in August of 1979?
I actually knew of Philip before 1986 through the Oregon Agate and Mineral Society in Portland,
Oregon. He came to the meetings I was a past president and my first husband was a charter
member and life member of the OAMS. However it was not until the death of Leo Simon my first
husband that Philip and I became good friends. He offered to watch my dogs while I took a trip to
Los Angeles, California to visit my biological mother. From there we became engaged and then
eloped to Carson City, Nevada where we married. Philip mentioned a little bit about his work with
Morrison-Knudsen before we were married. He told me about some of the work (Dumbs) he built
and where such as Vietnam, New Guinea, Saudi Arabia and the U.S. He mentioned that one time
they were drilling a hole into solid granite (I believe it was in Colorado but can’t remember for
sure) when they broke through into a cavern that was already hollowed out. When he went down
he saw a UFO & some dead aliens. They had been there for hundreds of thousands of years
because there was a layer of “quartz-like material” overlying them. It wasn’t until later in our
marriage that we began to really “remember” a lot of things that had happened to him in the past.
After his death, I went to the Social Security office to apply for death benefits for his daughter
Marie. Philip had always told me that he had worked under two social security numbers. His early
work was under the wrong number with a number at the end transposed – his later work was
under the correct number and his disability payments were under his correct number. I found
early documents when he applied for SSI in 1980 or 1981 showing the fight he made to prove
that he had a work history under the wrong number. He had failed then but he also had a learning
disability where paper work was concerned. When I met him he could not fill out a simple form at
the doctors office but could do complicated calculus on a chalk board. So I took these old papers

to the social security office and they agreed that some of the work he had done was under the
wrong number but because the number was actually assigned to another human being I was not
allowed to contact that person. This original number showed that he worked for MorrisonKnudsen , the coast guard and for the military.
I often wondered what type of work he would have done for the military , when I was contacted
by a person who remembered Philip from the “old days” (pre-1980’s) – he told me that Philip had
done photographic work in the military what type I’m not sure but it makes sense. Philip had
several cameras, some so small you could fit them in your hand and rolls and rolls of film. Even
later in life he was interested in it.
I also remember him telling me about the “search and rescue” work he did, which would be
where the coast guard comes in. Later in life he would volunteer to find missing people such as
Corey Faye. Corey was a young boy who disappeared in the Mt.Hood wilderness area in Oregon.
Philip helped search the area because he could camp outdoors and knew the geology of the
area. He had some interesting theories about why Corey had disappeared that would have far
reaching implications in his own death.
Philip had a great scar that ran down from his throat to his belly button and across his chest from
rib to rib. His body was covered with “shrapnel” wounds (about 500), he had burns and skin grafts
and missing fingers and his private part was cut down the center. Part of one of his ears was
replaced. He had a metal plate in his head and part of a lung. You could see evidence that at one
time he had a “halo-brace” screwed into his head as there were small indentations at both
templates. He had a large hole at the base of his throat where a tracheotomy had been
performed. He was in constant pain so intense that he used tens unit that put electrical currents
through his body.
When I first got to know him in 1986 Philip was suffering with leg tumours so big that they were
cutting off the circulation in his legs. He had them wrapped and was on crutches. He asked my
advice because if he left them in he would soon lose his legs and if he had the operation he might
lose them anyway. I can still hear him say “I would be willing to lose my legs if it would give me
just one more day of life.” Life was precious to Philip. He struggled everyday. Towards the last
two years of his life he had cancer, brittle bone syndrome and multiple sclerosis. He had to use
braces on his legs, a body chest cast, urine bag, wheelchair and crutches. However at times he
could use mind over matter and seem almost normal. If he over did it he paid a great price for it
the next day. He wanted to see his daughter grow up was excited about his lecture tours and was
going to write a book with his friend Mark Rufener. He often said that if “they” ever said he had
committed suicide you would know that he had been murdered.
The scar down his chest was severe. During the summer when he would get hot it would rip
open down to the sternum and ooze liquids. He had learned how to fight off infections and was
very careful. After we were married he had reconstructive surgery to repair this injury. We had it
scheduled for 2 weeks before our daughter’s birth. Unfortunately Marie was 2 weeks early. I gave
birth to her on September 21 1987 and the next day Philip went into surgery. We were released
from the hospital together. This is where the story gets really spooky because after the surgery a
hematoma formed at the base of the throat where a Z-plasty had been performed. We went into
the emergency ward three times because it kept getting bigger and bigger and soon it was the
size of a big grapefruit. My mother had come to visit from Los Angeles, California due to the birth
of Marie. We were standing in the kitchen and Philip was in a hospital bed upstairs. We heard a
great CLUMP as all 4 legs of the hospital bed left the floor and came back down. I ran up. Philip’s
hematoma had broken open and there was a pool of blood on the bed and floor. He was not
breathing and his spirit had left his body. When we went to the emergency ward later that day so
he could be stitched up again the emergency ward doctor had not drained the hematoma and
was the first to verify the injuries that Philip has on his body as shrapnel wounds. When we went
to see Philip’s doctor the nurse became really , really nosey – she asked all sorts of questions
that were out of line , like where he had worked and where he had received his injuries , she was

so pushy about it that we complained about her conduct. I had that bad feeling that this was all
planned that there was purpose to this bad care to end his life.
Almost a year to the day Philip was scheduled for back surgery. He had constantly complained to
his doctors about pain in his back. They all told him that it was “in his head” & referred him to
“pain clinics”. I took him to one of my doctors and an x-ray confirmed that he had a ruptured disc.
Before he was to go to surgery I happened to notice that the chart outside of his bedroom had
“Philip F. Schneider” – Philip had no middle initial. When he questioned this & looked at the xrays and notes inside, some of the material was my husbands and some was for someone else –
they had different blood types. Philip was AB neg., the rarest type and could have easily died with
this misinformation. We eventually changed hospitals and Philip had his operation. When he did
not heal right away it was finally determined that he had multiple sclerosis. I can’t help but wonder
again if the “wrong” file was placed there on purpose so that Philip would die.
Philip did dangerous work and I believe that he had reoccurring injuries to the same parts of his
body. So when he told me that his chest injury was caused by different events I am not surprised.
His first statement was that he was working in Vietnam building roads in the jungle when the crew
came upon a nuclear plant they were not supposed to know anything about. In an attempt to
silence the crew friendly fire was ordered and a bomb was dropped on them. This is how Philip
obtained all the shrapnel injuries, plate in his head and the original tracheotomy and chest scars.
He stated that the only reason he lived was because there had been some North Vietnamese in
the jungle at the same time and one of them had taken a small flag he was carrying, dipped it in
machine oil and stuffed it in the hole in his chest.
When I first met Philip in 1986 he was taking Dilantin every day. He said it was to prevent
massive seizures. However after I observed him for several dosages I noticed that he had the
seizures AFTER he took the Dilantin. They were so severe that his spirit left his body in death. It
was only after I laid hands on him that his spirit returned and he started breathing again. This
occurred 3 times in 2 weeks. The medication was “killing” him either through an allergic reaction
or prescribed on purpose to end his life. Later in our marriage he started to remember some of
the other underground happenings such as Dulce, New Mexico. 1979 would be just about right
for the final injury that would cause him to apply for SSI. He related to me how again he was
setting off explosive into the bedrock when a cavern was discovered already built. Apparently this
explosion opened up into one that already existed. He went down with 8 other men and they were
met with Reptilians and Greys. There was a big vat of red material and he could see that it
contained arms and legs of people. A fight ensued. He stated that as strange as this may seem
he peed in his hard hat and threw the pee at the aliens which killed some of them. Many years
later I would see a fictional program on TV where aliens were highly allergic to ammonia and
would die from it. He talked about firing his gun and killing some of them, the vat fell over and the
“bloody mass” ran all over the ground and then he was hit in the chest by a “cobalt” gun.
It is perhaps important to note that because of Philip’s MS he had a nurse visit him every
weekend in 1995 and give him experimental shots of what he called “Beta Serone” (I’m not sure
of the spelling). Sometimes he was so sick after the shots that he could not visit with his daughter
and would have to cancel. He said he was receiving medical care through the Oregon Health &
Sciences University (OHSU). After his death I contacted OHSU for any medical records on his
health care there as I did to his regular physician. OHSU had never heard of Philip and was not
giving him any shots. So it makes me wonder just who was giving him shots and what were they
actually giving him. Perhaps another way of weakening him or another way to medically kill him.
He told me that he had “life time medical care through Morrison-Knudsen” but when we got
married it ended. If this is true that Morrison-Knudsen was responsible for the bad care and life
threatening prescriptions then perhaps there was an ulterior motive and someone wanted Philip
dead. He believed before his death that there were only 3 people left in the U.S. who knew where
all the underground mountain bases were. Morrison-Knudsen was the major civilian contractor to

build them. Would there be any advantage to them and the military if no one knew where they all
were?
Do you believe that Philip was in actual fact micro chipped by the military &/or government once
be began conducting work on Deep Underground Mountain Bases on behalf of MorrisonKnudsen Inc.? Secondly that he was either deprogrammed or his programming broke down in
later years?
I remember Philip telling me about his security clearance which was Rhyolite – his father
Capt.Oscar Schneider United States Navy M.D. had a Cosmic clearance – I was later to discover
that these clearances are used with NATO. I never heard Philip state he had been micro chipped
and I don’t remember him saying this in his lectures. I do remember him stating that there was a
“retinal” (eye) scan and a special card needed to enter facilities.
I believe very strongly that Philip was both deprogrammed and “medicated” so that he could not
remember the details of his “former” life. However after we met I got him off Dilantin and he got
good medical care, things started to change. Also it helped for him to have someone to talk to
that was open to what he had to say. I would listen for hours to what he had to say and he was
open to my ideas and what I had to say. He had a very special “analytical” mind and he would
bring together facts from all over and bring them together like a large jigsaw puzzle. It was truly
amazing. A good example of his great intelligence was what he did after the space shuttle
Challenger blew up. I came to visit and there was a large chalk board with mathematical
drawings, angles and formulas sitting against his wall. Philip had seen what I had seen on the live
TV broadcast. As the shuttle reached higher into the sky a streak of light came from the left of the
screen, because in all of the replays the streak was taken out. (Makes me wonder if TWA800
wasn’t from the same thing). With his formulas and drawings Philip was able to “prove” that the
streak came from a Cosmo sphere high in orbit around the Earth. He believed that the Russians
had shot us out of the air. Of course there was a purpose for all of this. The first non-military
person was on board the shuttle. A teacher. A civilian. Maybe she could not be trusted with the
NASA secrets.
More support for this theory was created in my mind when experiments were done with the “O”
rings that supposedly started the disaster. They showed on TV how when they first tried to make
the “O” ring fail that it did not fail. They had to set it up for a second time before they could make it
explode. Just another cover up.
Philip told me that before he had his brain injury he could speak 11 languages. As far as I could
tell he could only speak English until one night. As he slept next to me Philip started to speak
another language which I can only guess at. It may have been Chinese or Vietnamese or
Japanese. Another night he started to speak what I believe to be French. I believe he was
reconnecting with some of his old life.
As more time went on Philip remembered more and more. He would always come and talk with
me about his new memories and he seemed excited but also worried. He was worried that I
would not believe him because he could not tell me these stories years before when we first met.
He recognized that fact that his memories were starting to come back as if they had been hidden.
His powers also became stronger. He could hear quartz crystals humming. Many times we would
be collecting agates at a gravel pit “in the dark” & he could always find the big agates because he
could “hear” them. He experimented with quartz as a young man by vibrating them. He had all the
books on Tesla and had higher math books. He related one of his experiments with quartz in
which it actually disappeared similar to what happened in the Philadelphia Experiment. With a
further experiment he created a “hole” and he was able to make a broom disappear when he
placed it in the hole. This was the start of his “Alchemy” and he was eventually able to create gold
from sulfur, silver and liquid mercury using a quartz crystal, copper wires, 4-12 volt car batteries
and 3 amps.

He could see people that we would normally not be able to see. Philip believed as I do that the
Philadelphia Experiment has lead to a portable device that can be worn on a person’s belt. They
turn it on and can become invisible to most people. For Philip they could never fool him because
he could see and hear at a different frequency than most people. I had some of this gift as I can
see “shadows”. I had a friend in the National Security Administration (NSA). He stated that he
could “turn a corner” and disappear from sight. I believe he was using one of these devices but I
could still see his shadow and it made him mad. It was this same friend that told me I had a two
volume case file with the NSA & that my biological father had become a non-person in the military
because he was in a top secret military project and died.
Another power that Philip had was what I would term “remote viewing”. He could travel to
Atlantis and see the hall of records. Even before we were married he would have intense dreams
of Atlantis and even drew homes that he saw there (they had a “mushroom” shape) and what he
called “Atlantian boats”. Another person on the Internet stated that this drawing was of a “flying
Atlantian train.”
Another unusual aspect of Philip was “dreamscaping” – he would have “virtual reality” dreams. If
he was injured in a dream he came back with the injuries. A good example of this occurred while
we were still married (we were married for 2 years before our divorce). We both woke up about
the same time. It was a bright sunny morning and we decided not to get right up but to talk. Philip
had a dream and he described how he was fighting aliens on another planet. It had two moons
and was red. The alien was a big Reptilian and in the end of the dream Philip was shot and fell to
the ground. After relating this story he got up and in the bed was a pool of blood on his side of the
bed. We checked him over and there seemed to be no wound. When I took the bed linen to the
bath tub it was thick and red and had clotted blood on it. Many years later Philip told me of a
similar dream of fighting aliens on the same planet. This time the alien got him with a wire around
his neck and he fell to the ground hitting his shoulder blade on a rock. At the time he relayed his
story he had a non-sleeve t-shirt on. I looked at the back of his neck and sure enough there was a
curved mark on his back as if a wire had been there and a large bruise on his shoulder blade.
This was all part of our lives full of surprise and mystery.
After the death of his father Oscar in 1993, did this motivate Philip having discovered his father’s
involvement in the Philadelphia Experiment to go out and talk? Or more so because of the murder
of his friend Ron Rummel?
I believe the main reason Philip began talking was because of the murder of his best friend Ron
Rummel. His father died in May and I believe the murder of Ron (which is stated on his death
certificate to be a suicide like Philip’s death) was in September of the same year or even the next.
Like Ashley O’Toole and others associated with Beachhead, Ron, Philip and 4 or 5 others
decided that the government cover-ups had to be revealed. They had a little magazine called The
Alien Digest and it was printed in McMinville, Oregon by Ron’s father-in-law Paul Shockley. Ron
was not married to Paul’s daughter but he had a child with her. Philip and Ron went way back.
Ron was the first person who talked to me about the one world government and how evil it was.
He had actually worked for a Mr.Lear, of Lear Jet fortunes and had a lot to say about aliens. He
and Philip went to Little Alien Inn near Area 51 in Nevada and they videotaped cattle mutilations.
While Ron videotaped the holes evident in the cattle’s rectum you can hear and see Philip
retching in the background. They both felt very proud of their little ‘digest’ and I spent many hours
discussing the articles that Philip wrote for it. Philip wrote an article about the Dracos &
Draconians and was quite proud of it.
One day Philip called me with tears in his voice. His friend Ron had committed suicide in the
park. Knowing Ron the way I did I asked Philip if he really thought his friend had killed himself or
had been killed and it was made to look like a suicide. Later Philip would get a police report that
proved without a doubt that he was murdered. Ron was found in a local Portland park a gun in his
hand. He apparently had shoved the gun in his mouth and fired the gun killing him instantly.

However although his hand had blow back blood from the blast THE GUN HAD NO BLOW BACK
BLOOD. This could only mean that the gun had been wiped off AFTER the gun had been shot.
Pretty hard for a dead man to wipe off his own gun. Ron’s death certificate still shows that he died
of a suicide.
Philip was mad. He knew it was a set-up and that Ron had been murdered. He had a friend in
the Big Foot Society in Portland, Oregon (Mr.Crowe) and asked if he could talk about “Groom
Lake and Area 51”. He wanted them to have the first taste of the truth. He even bought small
pieces of alien metal that he and Ron had found on their trip to Area 51. When the magazine
published the article on Philip’s talk they each had a small piece of this metal attached. He had
photographs of stealth aircraft and described what he knew about the Deep Underground
Mountain Base under it and the aliens hidden there. It was the beginning of his lecture tour that
would last 2 years. I can remember a Thanksgiving meal I had at George Schneider’s residence.
He was Philip’s brother. They started talking about Groom Lake and ‘Dreamland’ – I had never
heard of it before that day. Philip was talking to George about how his brother flew top secret
airplanes out of ‘Dreamland’ and George got real anxious – he told Philip to stop talking about
such things or he just might end up dead. How right he was.
His father’s material was just the icing on the cake. A friend of his helped him enlarge original
Navy photos for his lectures which showed UFO’s coming out of the atomic clouds at Operation
Crossroads. I saw these pictures and can confirm their authenticity and that they showed without
a doubt that UFO’s were raising from the Bikini Atoll. Atomic bombs Adam & Baker were ignited
one above the water and one below. Philip’s wrote a journal that we had. When you get to the
part where he would have seen UFO’s there is a page missing and others have been cut and
altered. It is ironic but my daughter went to a private school in which the grandnephew of General
Joseph Stillwell attended. General Stillwell was one of the heads of Operation Crossroads. The
General and his nephew (Joseph’s grandfather) were in a plane together watching the blasts from
above. He verified without a doubt that UFO’s came out of the waters of the Bikini Lagoon.
There were also pictures of his father on the DE-173 USS Eldridge used in the Philiadelphia
Experiment and others of him with royalty in England, lectures in Europe etc. I guess there was a
death bed confession by Oscar to Philip about all of his top secret work and that he had been a
U-boat captain for Germany. This last part makes me wonder because I met Oscar and have my
doubts that he ever was a part of Germany. But then there were those gold bars in his safety
deposit box that Philip said he had tested. They had symbols on them that lead him to believe
they were from Nazi Germany and he stated that the analysis of them had fragments of dental
gold and teeth. Oscar always stated that he was born in San Francisco, California in 1906 and his
birth certificate was destroyed in the fire after the earthquakes, but by that time the birth
information was being sent to Sacramento the capitol of California. It would be convenient for
there to be no birth certificate if you were actually born in another country. Oh well, another
mystery…
Philip lost another friend of his while he was still working at Morrison-Knudsen – his name was
Roy Walters. He was into top secret work. Philip cited this man with helping him with his spiritual
powers. Roy was a man of many talents and he showed Philip survival techniques that would
save his own life over and over again. Roy left him a PPK gun which disappeared the day that
Philip moved into my home. Philip told me that Roy and his pregnant wife were shot to death in
their bedroom.
You spoke of the ’76 Truck Stop in Aurora, Oregon where Philip frequented and spoke to a
waitress named Donna. Later stating that a woman in a blonde wig had Philip under surveillance
just weeks before his death tracing a licence plate reported as stolen from a truck which the
wigged woman was using on her car. Do you think it’s a possibility that Philip was maybe under
some sort of surveillance by someone at the truck stop or someone at the ’76 was informing a
third party?

Donna of the ’76 Truck Stop in Aurora, Oregon had a great loss of her own. Her son had died in
the military while stationed in Iceland. She believed that he died because of an experimental
immunization shot he received and had fought for justice in his death. She had none. However
when she met Philip they were kindred souls in the desire to make right what is wrong in the
world. I talked with Donna after Philip’s murder and I sense goodness in her and much heartache.
The blonde woman was seen with Philip before his death and then a blonde woman was seen
spying on a group of friends that had gathered to discuss the details of his murder. When she
sped away the licence plate was taken but it turned out to be a stolen plate from a truck.
When I first met Philip we were being followed. There was a big camper from Canada with a
hand built top of wood. Everywhere we went it would follow. It was painfully obvious that they
wanted us to know that we were being followed. The phone would click every time we talked on it.
I was pregnant with Marie and I had had enough. I went to our local FBI office in downtown
Portland, Oregon and talked with a man there. He clicked a pen and talked with me in a room
with a mirror (one way I’m sure). I told him that we were being followed. He asked me why, so I
related some of Philip’s story about his work with underground mountain bases. He started to
chuckle and stated “What makes you think that the FBI would spend thousands of dollars to
follow your husband? Why he’s nothing but a little fish in a great big pond!!” However after this
the camper disappeared and the clicking stopped.
After Philip died I had taken some of his paperwork to my home. He died in Wilsonville and I still
lived in Portland, Oregon. His friend Mark Rufener from Seattle, Washington was at the funeral
and came to my home afterwards to take the suitcase full of papers back with him. As we stepped
out of the house there was a black helicopter hovering over my home. It was totally unmarked, no
numbers and the door was open and a man spying on us with binoculars. He seemed to be
interested in the licence plates on the cars parked in front of my home. It brought a great fear to
my heart. Just last week my daughter was taking my son to the park. As she left the house there
was a black helicopter with a bright red marking hovering over our home. As she walked down
the street it followed all the way to the park. It hovered left, came back, left, came back. Cat and
mouse. My daughter I fear will have to complete her fathers work.
I’m sure that all through his lecture tour he was followed. He saw invisible people, had bugs in
his apartment, had black helicopters fly and hover over his home in Wilsonville. But he also had
the lawnmower man. It turned out that my friend the NSA agent was what you would call a
lawnmower man. He could send his spirit, his essence, through anything electrical including your
TV, radio, computer, or phone. They probably knew everything that Philip was going to do
including his decision to write a book. That may have been the last straw. They could no longer
wait to kill him off slowly. They would have to make it much faster now.
In your opinion Philip’s regular injections of Beta Serone to assist in alleviating his Multiple
Sclerosis – do you think it was deliberately conducted by a government agency or military doctor
to incapacitate and suppress his knowledge of what he had seen and knew, say about the alien
agenda and Deep Underground Mountain Bases, or were even deliberately injected as some sort
of mind control – for some undetermined reasons?
I believe that the Dilantin that was prescribed for Philip when I first met him was given to him so
that he could not remember to have seizures and for him to die quicker. After Philip was
diagnosed with MS (& I believe that this diagnosis was correct this was not a fake) he stated that
he was under an experimental program and was being given Beta Serone every week by a nurse.
I know he was being given something that made him very sick. I discussed this with him that I
thought the shots were killing him. Toward the last month or so he stated he was trying to stop
them but was being advised that he had to be “weaned” off of it, he just couldn’t quit cold turkey.
When I checked with OHSU he never was in the program. Someone had access to his apartment
every week (his “fake” nurse) and he was given a substance every week (probably a poison).

Philip’s memory and ability to think were not stopped by this drug. However he physically was
deteriorating. These shots would cause him to be so ill that he cancelled visits with his daughter
which he looked forward to very much.
He related how helicopters flew over his place and left “contrails” which cause him to have
allergic reactions – he was even hit by one of these “dustings” while he was driving on the
freeway and it burnt holes in his clothes.
At another time he was ran off the road. He purposely bought a Ford Taurus that had been
specially built so that it was harder and faster than most. He related a story of a shoot out and
that he was hit in his shoulder by a bullet, I saw in his autopsy photos an extra wound in that
same shoulder one that had not been there when we were married.
It was as if there were multiple attacks on him but he had more than 9 lives. Nothing and no one
could kill him. He had powers and mind over matter that kept him alive. But there was one way
they found his one weakness that would prove his end. It was his family. He loved me, even
though we were divorced and he loved his daughter Marie and his godson Michael. When we
were threatened on his last day on Earth he gave into death to protect us.
How much involvement do you believe government and military agencies had in Philip’s death?
More specifically the Defense Intelligence Agency?
Was it the government or the military? My feeling is it is the underbelly of the Illuminati – it is
something or someone else that is neither government nor the military as we know it but another
entity in America that actually runs our country, our banking, our laws and most of the elected
officials. We are being constantly manipulated by something outside of ourselves, outside of our
country. It might be called the United Nations, or the one world government, or the Illuminati.
During the last few months of his lectures Philip told me Travis Anderson was following him – this
was my NSA friend also known as Terry Ness. However when he showed me who this person
was at his lectures it was not Terry nor anyone I had ever seen before. I could see the distress in
Philip’s face. He was concerned that he did not know who this person was.
I saw “Tomb Raider” the other day with my children. The Illuminati were behind murders etc. to
obtain a time machine/tablet. One of the producers was Colin Wilson – I’m sure I’ve seen his
name in something Philip use to talk about – the hair on the back of my neck stood on end when I
saw his name. In the end of the movie even the Illuminati are murdered by another force.
Perhaps it is pure EVIL, the devil or the aliens. Whatever it is its needs to be stopped. I am
thinking not so much for me or for Philip but for our innocent children who are being slaughtered
throughout the world by satanic rights and aliens. Philip died a horrible, painful death of slow
strangulation. His wrists were broken and he was drugged. He was taken from the place where
he was assaulted and returned to his apartment where 7 days later his body was discovered
already turning green and partially decomposed. I wear a gold necklace produced from the gold
that he made which has a gold 50 pesos attached. It was Philip’s and was next to his dresser
where he died. I swore that I would never take it off until I had justice for his murder. I am still
wearing it 5 years later.
With regards to Philip’s work quarters prior to 1981 how much success have you had in
substantiating and locating people who knew Philip back then? Post-1981 who did Philip work for
and for how long?
I don’t necessarily need to locate individuals who knew Philip in order to substantiate his work
quarters before 1981 – I have the original social security records that prove without a doubt that
he worked prior to 1981 for Morrison-Knudsen, the Navy, Roy Walters and the coast guard. The
problem with other people looking up his work record is that they do not know what social security
number to look under. Philip had two. The first one was in error. There was a transposition in the

last two numbers. He did most of his top secret work under the wrong number. The correct
number pops up after his secret work was done and he is applying for part-time jobs and SSI.
But in addition to these records I have heard from 3 individuals who state they knew Philip. One
related how Philip was a photographer, I talked with Roy Walter’s father and substantiated that he
knew Roy. Morrison-Knudsen was an employer as I located old paperwork with their name on it.
The following are the jobs as listed in the social security record (wrong #);

Roy B.Walter – 9/1976-77
Walter Construction
PO Box 53 Beaverton OR 97005
Morrison-Knudsen Inc. – 11/1977-78
Project # U.S. Dept.of Defense
U.S.A.C.E. #Z3-1668095-EpX
1 Morrison-Knudsen Plaza
Boise Idaho
Dept.of the Navy – 1978-79
Office of Naval Intelligence
Branch Office, Overseas Projects Division
PO Box 14433-11
US Projects #Z-1765504
F.P.O. New York 09519
Morrison/Knudsen/Dillingham – 01/1981
US Overseas Projects Division
Division of AVCO/AVILA
US Projects #Z4-1778304-PrZZX
F.P.O. New York 09507

Did Philip have some sort of protection prior to his death in January 1996 besides the 9mm gun
he borrowed from Ron Utella? Was it true a former FBI agent was “looking out” for Philip?
Philip had a great deal of spiritual help. He had a strong belief in God. He had several out of
body experiences/near death experience and had been to “Heaven”. One time when I brought
him back after one of his seizures he was mad at me. He said that he had been in a “tavern” in
heaven and that all of his friends were there waiting for him. He felt no pain, only happiness and
wanted to join his friend Roy Walters. Later he thanked me because he still had an important
destiny to complete.
He had a special car a Ford Taurus that he equipped with some special items. He just had the
ability
to
get
out
of
and
survive
multiple
attempts
on
his
life.
I did write to a man who I believe helped watch out for him. He did work for the FBI but was
retired and lived near Philip’s apartment. He moved about a year before Philip died.
What do you yourself know about the alien agenda & Deep Underground Mountain Bases? Have
you further researched it since Philip’s death? Or are you more focused around bringing the true
facts about the circumstances of his death to light?
About a year before he was murdered Philip started writing a book. It was similar in nature to the
articles that he had written for The Alien Digest. He was excited about writing everything down so

that not matter what happened it would be in print for millions to see. The weekend before he died
he went to visit his friend Mark Rufener in Seattle, Washington. It was the same weekend as my
son’s birthday January 7 1996. Philip even asked me to write a chapter for his book which I
presented to him. I had my own feelings about the alien agenda and what it meant to my children.
After his murder there were things missing from his apartment. All of his lecture materials,
photographs showing UFO’s, alien metals, higher math books, all of his notes for his book were
missing. But because things of obvious value were untouched such as his jewellery, mineral
collection and gold coins (except his wallet) the police refused to consider any foul play in Philip’s
death. I couldn’t find Philip’s wallet but several days later it “appeared” in his pants pockets
hanging in his closet. I had looked there…many times and I know it was not there originally after
his death.
The following chapter I wrote for Philip’s book.

Cynthia’s theory;
Protecting Our Children from the Alien Threat
By Cynthia (Schneider) Drayer
My training is in the sciences; biology, physics, chemistry, computers, calculus and geology.
When I was young I was intrigued and excited by the idea that there may be other life forms
visiting our planet and I read all that I could about the subject. But as more information has
become available to me my excitement had turned to concern and horror for the fate of our
children. I am the former wife of Philip Schneider and am the mother of two young children. I feel
compelled to write a chapter about what I believe to be the true alien threat and agenda. That
agenda is;
1) Non-consenting abduction for genetic manipulation from children to adults, human beings are
being abducted against their will for several reasons which include;
A) Biological rape – the removal of semen, ovum and fetuses for experimentation which may
involve the development of a hybrid race or a super species or evolutionary purposes.
B) Implantation – probably for monitoring purposes either for biological information,
individual identification if reabducted (like a cattle ear tag) or for use like a TV camera
(seeing everything the individual sees).
C) Medical procedures & examination – for some this has been a positive experience – for
others it is painful and frightening; even deadly.
2) Obtaining secretions from both animals (usually cattle) and humans. When humans are in fear
they produce hormones and secretions which the aliens use to get a “high”. The only other animal
that has secretions used for that same purpose are cattle. This is probably because their blood is
similar to ours. The large number of cattle mutilations may be an indication of foraging by aliens
for these secretions.
3) Humans as a food source. Like cattle we are being used as a food source. Whether it’s for our
meat, our blood, or our secretions, we are prey and aliens are the predator. The high incidence of
missing children around military bases, either above or below ground may be an indication that
aliens are housed there and are preying on children. Children are purer, have less contamination
and are preferred.
4) Biological warfare. Aliens are a biological threat to the human race. They carry with them and
on them virus’ that can wipe out everyone on this planet. The spread of new diseases may be
purposeful by the aliens or it may be on purpose by the military through genetic manipulation in
laboratories, or it may be accidental escapes. But whatever way these virus’ are spread they are
deadly. The recent outbreaks of AIDS, Ebola, Bar-Epstein, Lyme disease & a new deadly strain
of E.Coli, etc., may be indications of the alien threat.

5) Weather and geological manipulations on Earth. What is really behind the recent natural
disasters on Earth? These include hurricane Andrew , mid-west flooding , Mount St.Helen’s
eruption , earthquakes in California and Japan with no pulse waves (indicating unnatural creation)
, El Nino that never seems to end , increases in tornadoes , thunder storms , killer heat waves ,
record snow falls , record droughts , & the “greenhouse” effect. Each disaster creates economic
upheaval. If the disaster was great enough, it could disrupt the very core of the country’s
economy and government. We are easier to conquer if we are weak.
6) Technological manipulation. From the very beginning of contact with aliens there has been an
exchange of technology. We have obtained many of our modern advances in computers and
space because of information gained by our contact with aliens. But has the sudden advance in
technology been such a good thing for human kind? Has it been too fast so that we are now
unable to survive because of it? Greed and power for this information has caused individuals to
act in inhuman ways, killing people and covering up this information to protect this technology.
But what have we given to the aliens in exchange? We gave them safe areas to live in (Deep
Underground Mountain Bases) & the government sanctioned their abductions of humans as long
as they kept a list. The DUMBs cost billions of dollars to build and maintain. This has created a
black budget. The money for the black budget comes partially from the illegal import and sale of
drugs in America. These drugs injure our children and has allowed an increase in gang activity
and crime which again affects our children, ourselves and our future. What a price to pay for
technology!
7) Economic and world power manipulation. What a better way to take over then to create wars,
takes sides, create advances in technology above our capacity to handle it and create disasters
to produce economic upheavals. By keep their presence a secret they have a great advantage
over us. The general public is unprepared for them. Only the military will have some preparation
and survival skills available to them which is probably the ultimate power games.
8) Illegal military treaties – maintaining the “big lie”. By the military maintaining the “big lie” we
find our rights are being violated and our children are dying. But there is even a more insidious
problem with the “big lie”;
A) The creation of super-secret “need to know” levels of government which must be
maintained at all cost and by a black budget.
B) Harassment of civilians and military individuals and families who wish to reveal the “big
lie” of secrecy. Murder-by-suicide has become a common way of silencing these
American patriots. But it also includes wire tapping , mail tampering , men-in-black , nonconsenting drug exposure , exposure to nuclear particles , microwave , high and low
frequency electrical currents and legal procedures started to create personal and
economic disaster.
C) Abduction of civilians with the knowledge and sanction of the military
D) The breakup of families due to the “big lie”. What happens to military personnel who get
caught up in this super-secret project? If they die in a campaign that involves aliens, how
is their death explained? Or do they become “non-persons”? Families are torn apart,
leaving children behind, with no record of their parent’s existence because their parent’s
birth, military and death records have been wiped off the face of the Earth. These
children’s rights have been violated by the military in order to keep the veil of secrecy. At
the same time that there was an underground mountain base being destroyed because of
the eradication of aliens there were two major navy ship fires or disasters occurring at
sea. I have often wondered if this was the way the deaths of military personnel from the
DUMBs were explained away. They were simply transferred to the ships and the disaster
was created on the ship to explain their deaths.
E) The emotional and psychological costs to abductees. Abductees face ridicule by their
family, friends and the medical professionals. People who have witnessed UFO’s, aliens

or have knowledge of the “big lie” must fight on, often times a lonely battle to make their
stories known.
I have seen so many of the original documents proving the existence of aliens that I no
longer question their presence. They are here. They are real. What they are doing to our
children however is a crime against humanity and our future. We must learn to protect them
and ourselves from the alien agenda or we have no future as the human race. It is my belief
that there are some ways to protect our children from abduction. Perhaps one will work or a
combination will work. It may depend on which of the 7 species of aliens you are dealing with.
I’ve heard people say that we need not fear the friendly aliens but they have never been
identified to me. All aliens are a danger to our way of life as all of them are interfering with our
world.
Protection # 1; The cross
I believe the wearing of a cross has protective powers as it is a universal symbol of
goodness, recognized by all humanoid-like species. The cross has pre-Christian origins in
mankind such as the Ankh in Egypt, and symbols from the Scythians, the founders of the
Celtic races. Our mythology about vampires who lived off blood of humans may actually be
the tale of aliens and how we can protect ourselves. The main protection against these
creatures was the sign of the cross. The actual cross was not even needed. Calling out
names of the ultimate powers (i.e. god or jesus) may not be enough for it is the symbol of the
power that seems to deter abductions. However holding out the cross, calling upon the lord
for protection (i.e. prayer) probably has double the power.
Protection #2; Ammonia
Many species of aliens are ultra-sensitive to ammonia. Again if we refer to the vampire story
the other protection was “garlic”. Garlic is high in ammonia during the aging process of this
plant. There are also stories of men, who when confronted with aliens have thrown urine at
them and killed them in this manner. Urine has a high content of ammonia. Carrying a spray
bottle full of ammonia or glass cleaner with ammonia may be your best defense against
aliens. Spraying a little in the bedroom before sleeping, or rubbing a little on your body
(maybe a leg) would keep them at bay.
Protection #3; Meteoric pieces
Alien space ships may be sensitive to meteoric metal. If this is true then by carrying a small
piece of meteor in your pocket it would be possible to deter an abduction because they would
not be able to take you on board their ship. Or you could have bullets made out of meteoric
iron and shoot at the space ship. This may actually allow you to shoot a UFO down. You
don’t need a lot of power just the right metal.
Protection #4; Don’t have out-of-body experiences
The ability to leave ones body and travel in spirit only may be an “other dimensional” journey.
I have heard many abduction stories of people who were dreaming, meditating or having
Lazarus experiences where their spirit was disconnected from their bodies. Abductions or
contacts with aliens is a common end result. Whether the experience was what they termed
“positive” or “negative” it opens you up to an out-of-this-dimension experience. Adults who
have contact don’t realize that they are probably setting their children up for the same
experiences as aliens tend to abduct generationally. Unless you break the cycle in your own
life your children will be doomed to the same contacts.
Protection #5; Break the cover-up, destroy the “big lie”
The most important form of protection for our children and for our future is to destroy the
cover-up. Allow the truth to come out. There are aliens and they are here. The government
not need to continue the big lie. We don’t need to continue the black budget , we don’t need
to continue the illegal drug trade to earn money for this black budget , we don’t need to
sanction the abductions of our innocent civilians , we don’t need to harbor aliens and provide
them a home inside our Earth , we don’t need to sacrifice our children to their dinner tables.

We can stop it now. The government can’t keep 15 million people quiet, which is the estimate
of those who have had abductions and close encounters. As a movement we can make a
difference in our future for our children by speaking out. There is safety in numbers. But as
long as the government thinks they can get away with maintaining the secret they will
continue to persecute the few who are speaking out now, who are taking a chance with their
lives to save humanity. Join the movement to speak out, if not by speaking yourself, then by
supporting those who do, by protecting them and their right to speak out.
Thus ended my chapter for Philip’s book. He was a great advocate for our safety from the
alien threat and he lost his battle and his life because he tried to tell us the truth. He was
murdered January 17, 1996 in Wilsonville, Oregon to silence him. Due to his travels he was
able to reach millions throughout the United States to expose the alien threat, to expose the
big lie, to uncover the government cover-up. He continued to do so even with perceived
attempts on his life and subtle hints of harm to his family members. It is important that we
remember these heroes and it is important to continue the fight for our children. His daughter
Marie will hopefully have a better life due to her fathers sacrifice.
Has both yours and Marie’s safety and welfare been threatened by any agencies, military or
individuals as you continue to seek what you call the “difficult truths of the world”?
Just as recently as this week my children were scared by a black helicopter with a red mark
on its side. It hovered over our home when they left the house for the nearby park followed
them to the park and then hovered over the park. It left and then returned. It left again and
then returned again. The people in the park were witnesses to this “harassment”, which was
very upsetting to my daughter. She understands more than most about the “under belly” of
the government and what it can do.
After the book by Alexandra Bruce The Philadelphia Experiment Murder came out in January
2001 Marie began to see the man we suspected of being involved in her fathers death. She
saw him at the park, near her school, on the bus she rode home, at the local store. It really
scared her. It scared her even more when she realized that no other person could see him.
He had “stealth” technology and only Marie could see him. I don’t know if he wanted her to
see or if it was because her gifts are so unusual. Like her father and me she can see things
other people can not see.
The entire death of Philip was one cover up after another. Initially determined to be a death
by “natural causes” no coroner or assistant coroner came out to view the body which was
against Oregon law. He was badly decomposed and there was a terrible stench. His body
was in an unusual position there was blood on the floor but no blood on the wheelchair where
his head came to rest. His body was removed to the funeral home and it all seemed over. But
my own feelings of foreboding kept telling me to look closer at the body; to be sure it was
natural and not a murder. I remember his friend Ron and how his death was covered up as a
suicide when in fact it was a murder. The funeral director did not want me to view the
decomposing and green body, but my own curiosity had him look at Philip’s corpse. To his
surprise there was a rubber hose around his neck. That was the beginning of my family’s
nightmare. There was an autopsy performed which when I read it did not sound like my
husband at all. Her descriptions of his body did not match with the body I knew so well. Until I
saw the autopsy photographs I thought it really was not him. But it was Philip and what they
did to his body was horrible. They took out his organs and examined and weighed them.
Even his skull was sawed opened and his brain was removed. From the photos I can tell that
his wrists are at an odd angle that they have been broker but there is no mention of it. I can
see a mark on his arm that even the medical examiner can not explain but there is no follow
up. Samples of his blood and urine are taken but because she has determined that this is a
suicide no analysis of the samples is done. She refused to conduct these even when I told
her of my suspicions. There was a promise by the medical examiner that they will be saved
for a year. I cremated Philip’s body and 11 months later requested these samples to have an

independent study and analysis done on them. They “disappeared” and could not be
accounted for. The medical examiners office states that they were “probably” destroyed but
there is no record keeping method to be sure.
Because the death certificate states that Philip committed suicide the police would not listen
to me when I told them that items were missing from his apartment. They were of no value
and “who would want to steal these types of items”. My daughter is confused. How could her
father purposely leave her? How could he leave her without a suicide note or a goodbye? Of
course the answer is that he was murdered and had not planned this in any way.
As I transfer a suitcase of paperwork from my home to a friend of Philip’s there is a black
helicopter with no markings hovering over my home spying on my guests. They seem
interested in the licence plates. There is a cold chill in the back of my neck.
When I have a special get together of Philip’s friends and family to discuss his possible
murder we are spied upon by a blonde haired woman. When we see her she speeds off. Her
car has stolen licence plates from a truck.
We are probably “numb” from all of the harassment and interference in our lives. I probably
don’t even take note of most of it anymore. It has become a way of life to her clicks on my
phone, to feel as if an uninvited guest has been in my home, looking for something. The only
thing that keeps me going is that I feel and my mother has stated that I and my children are
being protected by the lord. I believe that very strongly. Plus Philip’s spirit is still a very
important part of our lives. When I was driving by Philip’s home 9 months after his death I
was with my mother and children. I was thinking out loud about his murder and was saying
how I thought he had been murdered in a local gravel pit. The minute I said this the van
passing me on the left hand side had their car alarm go off. It continued for several long
seconds and totally shocked me. I knew it was a sign by Philip that my thoughts were correct
and he had found a way to tell me. It was a pattern that has continued to this day. For about 2
years my daughter had an unusual gift she could see and talk with spirits and guides. It was a
real eye opener to know that we are given a choice when we die. We can go directly to
heaven, we can become a spirit guide, or we can reincarnate into any other living animal.
She had many conversations with Philip and knew that he was watching over her. Even
though she no longer has this gift we know that we are being guided by spirits who care
about us and that they try to protect us.
I continue in my endeavours to obtain justice for Philip’s murder. I want his death certificate
to reflect his true cause of death, “murder”. That is why I continue even after 5 years to
respond to people over the Internet who are asking about Philip, about his life and his death. I
can not and will not stop this quest.
Now in 2001 do you think Philip’s message and all that he spoke about in his lectures has
even more credence and validity today?
As time goes by more and more of what he had to say has proven true. He often said that
the CIA was bringing drugs into the United States from abroad to finance their black budgets.
After his death about 3 months later the headline news was all about how the CIA brought
drugs into the U.S. and distributed them to the black neighbourhoods of Los Angeles,
California. He told me how drugs were smuggled into the U.S. in coffins of dead soldiers from
Vietnam and soon afterwards there was a news article that this was actually done.
When I came into contact with Internet groups such as StarFriends (most have been
abducted by aliens) I realized just how much Philip knew about the subject. Others on the
Internet became interested in Philip’s story such as PUFORI & UFOSSI. Then there was
Alexandra Bruce who wrote a whole book about Philip. His story is more important now in the

st

21 century then it was in the 1990’s. One can only hope that our current President George
Bush will keep his promise and reveal the truth about the alien agenda.
David Icke although independent of Philip seemed to have all the major points that Philip
covered in his lectures. More and more books are coming out that take one or another of the
subjects that he talked about. More and more of the truth is coming out. Thank god.
Do you have anything else to share with the readers of Beachhead or a message to give
them in light of what we’ve discussed here and the information in issue 15 from the article
Government Secrets Revealed?
The following is a message from his 13 year old daughter Marie Schneider. I wanted her to
express some of her feelings for your readers.
Hello I would just like to say that what you are doing for my dad is really sweet. I wish and
wish that he would get justice this very minute but I also know that , that cant happen right
now but only in my dreams for now. I loved my dad very much and hate to see that he is no
longer with me anymore. Nobody should have to go through what I went through losing my
father. He was simply telling the truth and for that he was murdered. Life without him is very
hard I still cry and still want him to be with me. It has forever changed our lives and our family
will never be the same. I hate the people who murdered my father and hope that someday
those people will get what they deserve. I’d like to thank Beachhead for telling my father’s
story.
Marie Bernadette Schneider
Cynthia and Marie thank you for answering these questions for Beachhead its greatly
appreciated on my part and here’s hoping true justice will prevail and Philip’s message will
continue on to be heard by many more now and in the future.
I also hope that this interview motivates other to seek out information about the alien
agenda, the New World Order, DUMB’s, and black budget programs.
Thank you.

This interview was conducted, researched and compiled by Ashley O’Toole
June/July 2001
Copyright © 2001-2005 Cynthia Drayer/Ashley O’Toole
All rights reserved
Used by permission in Beachhead

APPENDIX

Cynthia and Philip’s first day at home with Marie [3 days old]. This photograph was taken 2 days after Philip
had an operation on his chest as related above by Cynthia. The photo was taken on September 23 1987 in
their Portland, Oregon home. Photo courtesy of Cynthia Drayer copyright © 2001 Cynthia Drayer on
September 23 1987 in their Portland, Oregon home. Photo courtesy of Cynthia Drayer copyright © 2001
Cynthia Drayer
****

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT MURDER -- Alexandra Bruce/Edited by
Peter Moon. First printing January 2001 published by Skybooks PO Box 769
Westbury NY 11590 USA. www.skybooksusa.com 215x139cm 258 pages –
contact Skybooks USA for ordering information.
Beginning with rumors in 1943 the legend of the Philadelphia Experiment has
now grown to the point where it has captured the imagination of an entire
generation. In decades past, science fiction pursued the cutting edge of
consciousness with the quest to transcend the speed of light and engage the
culture of outer space. Today the Philadelphia Experiment has become
humanity’s prime example in the effort to understand how consciousness
interfaces with the cold hard quantum facts of life.
It has long since been established by science that parallel universes exist. The
problem has been that no one knows how to penetrate or experience them save for the testimony of those
who have been labeled insane. The Philadelphia Experiment Murder: Parallel Universes and the
Physics of Insanity brings an entirely new view to the horizon. Prompted by a vigorous and thorough
investigation of the circumstances surrounding the murder of Phil Schneider, parallel worlds come into focus
through studying the nature of insanity itself.
In past attempts to understand Einstein’s Unified Field Theory consciousness has too often been omitted in
the equation yet consciousness is the very reason for observing its existence. Now consciousness leaks
new clues to the mysteries of the Philadelphia Experiment through the martyrizing of one of its proponents.
Book cover graphic © Skybooks

LEFT: Phil with an original photograph of the ready room of the
USS Eldridge , including atomic bomb scientists , time variant
experimentalists , all the top physicists and a benevolent alien
which has been working for the US Pentagon since 1937-38 in the
US Navy and military operations. His name is Val Valiant Thor. Phil
suspected Val Thor was employed under duress stating [about
Thor] “If you don’t do what we say we’ll just use you for alien bait”.
It is said Val Thor’s lifespan is 490 years. He is human looking, has
six fingers and six toes and an oversized heart. One giant lung,
blood vessels that are bigger and blood similar to an octopus.
Brain capacity is 300cm greater than humans. IQ is about 1200.
Speaks a hundred languages fluently [alien and human] but
doesn’t shake hands. Apparently Thor is in a space-suit as such.
Minimizing the risk of contamination by humans of alien germs and
bacteria it is said. Dr Frank Stranges, a researcher and evangelist
produced a video documentary on the Pentagon’s greatest secret
in the 1990’s on Val Valiant Thor and his role within the US
Pentagon and Thor’s alien origins. Photo taken at the September 1995 Preparedness Expo , no
copyright attached.

RIGHT; Phil lecturing in Oregon September 1995
believed to be one of his final lectures before his death
in January 1996. Here Phil shows the audience a piece
of corbomyte an alien element grown by aliens used in
secretive compounds of all stealth aircraft and Phoenix
class submarines. Corbomyte is the heaviest alien
element on Earth weighing 15 ounces [3.5 times the
weight of uranium] – the element is totally stable.
Element 140. Earther periodic tables only go up to 104.
If the nine known alien crystal systems were taken into
account the periodic table would increase from 104 to
140. Corbomyte being 140. Photo taken at the
September 1995 Preparedness Expo , no copyright
attached.

Philip Schneider and his daughter Marie Bernadette Schneider
Christmas day 1995. This photograph was taken in Philip’s
Wilsonville Oregon apartment by Cynthia Drayer just a few weeks
prior to his murder on January 17 1996. This may in fact be the last
photograph ever taken of Philip and Marie together and of Philip
while he was alive. Philip was aged 48 and Marie was 8 years old.
Photo courtesy of Cynthia Drayer copyright © 2001 Cynthia
Drayer.

http://www.ufodigest.com/news/0208/conspiracytheory.html

